
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [PRIN] & [PRIM] & [PRIME] (first) 

PRIMACY ACIMPRY state of being first [n -CIES] 

PRIMAGE AEGIMPR amount paid as addition to freight charges [n -S] 

PRIMARY AIMPRRY preliminary election [n -S] 

PRIMATE AEIMPRT any of advanced order of mammals [n -S] 

PRIMELY EILMPRY excellently (in excellent manner) [adv] 

PRIMERO EIMOPRR card game [n -S] 

PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 

PRIMINE EIIMNPR outer covering of ovule [n -S] 

PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S] / PRIME, to make ready [v] 

PRIMMED DEIMMPR PRIM, to give prim expression to [v] 

PRIMMER EIMMPRR PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRIMSIE EIIMPRS prim (formally precise or proper) [adj] 

PRIMULA AILMPRU primrose (perennial herb) [n -S] 

PRINCES CEINPRS PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

PRINCOX CINOPRX princock (coxcomb (conceited dandy)) [n -ES] 

PRINKED DEIKNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINKER EIKNPRR one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [PRIN] & [PRIM] & [PRIME] (first) 

COPRINCE CCEINOPR one of two princes ruling jointly [n -S] 

IMPRIMIS IIIMMPRS in first place [adv] 

PRIMALLY AILLMPRY PRIMAL, being at beginning or foundation [adv] 

PRIMATAL AAILMPRT primate (any of advanced order of mammals) [n -S] 

PRIMEVAL AEILMPRV pertaining to earliest ages [adj] 

PRIMMEST EIMMPRST PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

PRIMMING GIIMMNPR PRIM, to give prim expression to [v] 

PRIMNESS EIMNPRSS state of being prim (formally precise or proper) [n -ES] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRIMROSE EIMOPRRS perennial herb [n -S] 

PRIMUSES EIMPRSSU PRIMUS, head bishop of Scotland [n] 

PRINCELY CEILNPRY of or befitting prince [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

PRINCESS CEINPRSS non-reigning female member of royal family [n -ES] 

PRINCIPE CEIINPPR prince (non-reigning male member of royal family) [n -PI] 

PRINCOCK CCIKNOPR coxcomb (conceited dandy) [n -S] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in a showy manner [v] 

SUBPRIME BEIMPRSU denoting loan that is at higher interest rate than prime rate [adj] 

UNPRIMED DEIMNPRU not primed (to make ready) [adj] 
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